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Abstract
Within UK business schools, there are large numbers of 
female and feminized white-collar professional service (PS) 
employees in disproportionately low-paid, low-status roles, 
but surprisingly, they are largely invisible within the literature 
on sexism and gender inequalities in academia. This paper 
conceptualizes PS experiences by examining how forms 
of gendered invisibility affect professional staff working in 
the hybrid “third” space between academic and administra-
tive realms. I develop a conceptual analysis of invisibility—
of invisible work and as invisible worker—arising from the 
performance of professional and academic work. This allows 
me to analyze and distinguish forms of what I call service, 
professional and professional-academic housework, demon-
strating how these are thoroughly imbricated in dominant 
patriarchal cultural ideologies of gender. In developing this 
schema, I draw self-reflexively on my own experiences of 
“circling the divide” within a UK business school, develop-
ing a rich, multi-perspectival account of the ways visibility 
and invisibility were experienced in the role of a particular 
third space professional and “academic-in-waiting.” This 
paper therefore contributes a systematic conceptualiza-
tion of gendered invisible housework performed by PS staff 
within a politicized third space of UK business schools. It 
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The extensive effects of marketization, managerialism (Klikauer, 2013), and audit (Hazelkorn, 2017; Lynch, 2014) on 
universities in general (Bailey & Freedman, 2011; Docherty, 2015; Giroux, 2020) and business schools in particular 
(De Vita & Case, 2016; Jabbar et al., 2018; Johansson & Sliwa, 2014) have been well documented. In the United 
Kingdom and other Anglophone countries, this included a transformation of the former civil service model of admin-
istration, bringing a whole new nomenclature of white-collar nonacademic staff into being: professional services 
(PS) (Whitchurch, 2006). In UK business schools today, PS staff may work in areas as diverse as operations, student 
services, employability, apprenticeships, learning support, knowledge exchange, marketing, recruitment, business 
development, partnerships, research support, accreditation, compliance, alumni relations, or as officers on any number 
of other projects. 1 Many of these employees work in a hybrid “third space” between formerly distinct academic and 
administrative realms, where boundaries have become blurred and “the concept of administrative service has been 
reoriented towards one of partnership with academic colleagues” (Whitchurch, 2008, p. 378).

What is now called PS work has long been segregated: women accounted for 93% of “clerks” in education in 
1981 (Crompton & Sanderson, 1990, p. 122), and HESA (2021) data today shows that PS is still disproportionately 
female. Indeed, despite an increase in the number of PS roles at middle and senior levels (Szekeres, 2011), PS remains 
more disproportionately female in lower-paid, part-time, and junior roles (HESA, 2021), a trend replicated in the 
United States (Frye & Fulton, 2020), Australia (Gander, 2018), and New Zealand (Reilly et al., 2016). 2 Yet this sizeable 
“underclass” (Szekeres, 2011, p. 684) of female and feminized employees in disproportionately low-paid, low-status 
roles are largely invisible within literatures examining sexism and gender inequalities within academia (cf. Arnold 
et al., 2019; Currie & Hill, 2013; Eveline & Booth, 2004; Reilly et al., 2016; Thomas Carruthers, 2019). Meanwhile, 
within a growing literature focusing specifically on PS staff, there is a strong tendency to render invisible questions of 
gender (Frye & Fulton, 2020; Wallace & Marchant, 2011). These absences are especially surprising since research on 
academics consistently shows that the same neoliberalizing processes that brought PS into being have disproportion-
ately harmed women (e.g., Currie & Thiele, 2001; Teelken & Deem, 2013) and certain groups of women in particular 
(e.g., Johansson & Sliwa, 2014; Stockfelt, 2018; Strauß and Boncori, 2020).

This paper examines how gendered invisibility affects third space professional staff. Often presented as a neutral, 
collaborative realm of partnership, this paper contributes a re-politicized understanding of third space, examining the 
effects of gendered power relations between academic and professional staff on PS visibility. Building on analysis 
of invisibility in service work (Hochschild, 2012; Poster et al., 2016) and invisible “academic housework” (Heijstra, 
Einarsdóttir, et al., 2017; Heijstra, Steinthorsdóttir, & Einarsdóttir, 2017; Macfarlane & Burg, 2019; Periera, 2021; 
Steinþórsdóttir et al., 2021), I develop a conceptual analysis of invisibility—of invisible work and as invisible worker—
arising from hybrid belonging across PS and academic realms. I ask how invisibilities frequently associated with 
service work play out in the context of a politicized, gendered third space of a neoliberal UK business school. At the 
same time, I explore the particular invisibilities involved when professional staff perform academic housework. This 
allows me to analyze and distinguish forms of what I call service, professional and professional-academic housework, 
demonstrating how these are thoroughly imbricated in dominant patriarchal ideologies of gender. The structural 
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also brings often hidden PS “academics-in-waiting” into the 
literature on feminized precarity in the academy.
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rendering-invisible of feminized work and workers not only enables sexism, but these experiences of invisibility are 
themselves one aspect of the “very ordinary” way women experience sexism: “the ‘drip drip drip’ of daily experiences, 
which serve to marginalize, silence, damage self-confidence, and destroy belief” (Savigny, 2019, p. 663).

In developing this schema, I draw self-reflexively (Cunliffe, 2016; Hibbert, 2021) on my own experiences of 
“crossing the divide” when, shortly after completing my Ph.D., I spent a year working in a PS role in a UK business 
school. As a critical theorist with a longstanding practical and theoretical interest in feminism, it is perhaps no surprise 
that I was struck by the gendered power relations of the academic PS divide (McDonald, 2016). Yet whilst gendered 
and explicitly sexist experiences were “some tangible thing… something we come up against, repeatedly,” they were 
also “remarkably difficult to pin down” (Ahmed, 2015, p. 5). This research thus arose initially out of retrospective 
sensemaking (Weick, 1995). However, inspired by autoethnographic approaches, I located this self-reflexivity explic-
itly in broader, social phenomena. Taking inspiration from McDonald's (2013, 2016) concept of queer reflexivity, I also 
reflected on the ways my social position had shifted during the research: moving from PS employee to fixed-term 
teacher within the same school, via an interlude as a “double outsider” during the pandemic. I increasingly came to 
see the relevance of bringing these other precarious experiences into my account: to circle and not merely cross the 
divide.

This enabled me to support the development of my conceptual schema with a richer, multi-perspectival account 
of the ways visibility and invisibility were experienced in the role of a third space professional. It also prompted me to 
place greater emphasis on my identity as what might be called an “academic-in-waiting” (Allen Collinson, 2006, p. 275). 
Clearly, this is not the identity of many third space PS employees, and it is important not to over-generalize, since this 
risks rendering invisible PS as a “career of choice” in its own right (Lewis, 2014). Nevertheless, this understudied posi-
tion is far from unique in a context characterized by dual processes of third space growth and academic precarization.

There are two key contributions of this work. Firstly, I introduce a systematic conceptualization of forms of 
gendered invisible housework performed by PS staff within the politicized third space of UK business schools. 
Secondly, by examining the specific invisibilities of PS “academics-in-waiting,” I bring these often hidden “ivory base-
ment” workers into the literature on feminized precarity in the academy (Cardozo, 2017; Courtois & O'Keefe, 2015; 
Ivancheva et al., 2019; O'Keefe & Courtois, 2019). But beyond highlighting and addressing an important gap in the 
literature, this paper is also inspired by calls for engaged scholarship and intellectual activism (Contu, 2018). In recog-
nizing that a wide variety of different staff perform distinct yet related forms of invisible, gendered housework, and 
that the tentacles of feminized precarity spread wider than is often supposed, it is hoped that those of us working 
within these institutions might also come to see greater possibilities for building solidarity and enacting resistance.

2 | INVISIBILITY, HOUSEWORK, AND THE NEOLIBERAL BUSINESS SCHOOL

2.1 | Invisibility in/of the PS literature

Scholars have long noted the relative invisibility of PS in the literature (Frye & Fulton, 2020; Gander, 2018; 
Szekeres, 2004). In recent years, a literature focusing specifically on PS employees has begun to address this, often 
authored by professionals and associated with specialist journals such as Perspectives: Policy and Practice in Higher 
Education. However, within this body of work, there is a tendency to render invisible questions of gender (Frye & 
Fulton, 2020; Wallace & Marchant, 2011). Akerman (2020, p. 127) recounts how women PS staff reported feeling 
“discriminated against not due to their gender, but due to their role as administrators.” This narrative is repeated else-
where in the literature (e.g., Allen Collinson, 2007, p. 297; Dobson, 2000), but it misses the significance of the femi-
nization of PS. Where gender is explicitly thematized, it tends to examine the experiences of senior female managers 
(Gander, 2019; Mabokela, 2003; Shepherd, 2017). Interestingly, recent research has examined forms of masculin-
ity performed by male administrative assistant “tokens” (Lotus Seeley, 2018). But so far, we have not sufficiently 
investigated the distinct experiences of PS employees who are “not male, not academic” (Wallace & Marchant, 2011) 
to which we might add “not (senior) manager.”
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Meanwhile, despite extensive discussion of sexism and gender inequality in academia, few interventions 
consider PS in any substantial way. Reilly et al. (2016, p. 1027) explicitly note that “inequality regime” analyses of 
university settings focus on academics and rarely consider “inequality in the whole site.” A few recent projects have 
examined academic and PS women in HE (e.g., Arnold et al., 2019; Thomas Carruthers, 2019) whilst Currie and 
Hill (2013) included PS in their pay equity audit at an Australian university—although conducting separate audits 
meant that discrepancies between the groups were unaddressed. Perhaps of most relevance for this paper, Eveline 
and Booth (2004) explicitly researched academic and nonacademic women in lower-level university work in what 
they called the “ivory basement.” Yet there remains considerable work to be done.

One of the most common themes noted in the growing PS literature is the general condition of “invisibility” 
experienced by PS staff (e.g., Akerman, 2020; Coomber, 2019; Eveline & Booth, 2004; Gander, 2018; Graham, 2013; 
Gray, 2015; Szekeres, 2004, 2011). Nevertheless, the concept of invisibility is used very broadly and often some-
what imprecisely across these studies. In some instances, PS practitioners examine the collective invisibility of PS 
as a professional group. This includes the invisibility of PS as a career of choice (Langley, 2012; Lewis, 2014) with 
consequences for training opportunities (Holmes, 2020) and career progression (Duncan, 2014); the lack of PS staff 
at the most senior university levels (Gander, 2019; Shepherd, 2017); and the absence of PS in government report-
ing (Dobson, 2000) 3 and university policies (Reilly et al., 2016). Theorists also refer frequently to the invisibilities 
perceived by PS staff in their day-to-day work (Allen Collinson, 2006, 2007) including a lack of acknowledgment of 
skills (McInnes in Dobson, 2000), a lack of recognition and appreciation of their efforts (Gillespie, 2018; Ryttberg 
& Geschwind, 2017), and the way PS job titles cause their work to be misunderstood, unrecognized, or deval-
ued (Melling, 2019). Meanwhile, the failure to recognize that critical functions of “core business” are increasingly 
performed by professionals leads to specific invisibilities in third space. Researchers have highlighted, for example, 
the un(der)acknowledged contribution of student services to student outcomes (Graham, 2013) and research special-
ists, such as grant managers, to successful research grant applications (Langley, 2012; Vidal et al., 2015).

Yet whilst this literature helpfully draws our attention to the invisibilities of PS staff, and third space professionals 
in particular, there remain a number of limitations. Firstly, there is a need for greater conceptual clarity regarding the 
forms invisibility takes and the mechanisms through which they arise. This includes an explicit focus on gender, as 
well as the way that gender intersects with other inequalities such as race and class. Secondly, this work needs to 
engage more deeply with the ways in which certain PS invisibilities and visibilities are implicated in harmful processes 
of neoliberalization. It is important to reject a simplistic view that identifies PS staff as agents and beneficiaries of 
neoliberalization and instead attend to the specific harms done to PS employees by these same processes. At the 
same time, we should think critically about proposals for counteracting invisibility. What, for example, does it mean 
to properly recognize the work of student service employees whilst also problematizing “customer service” and the 
creation of student consumers (Molesworth et al., 2009; Nixon et al., 2018) whose very capabilities for critical think-
ing have been undermined (Danvers, 2019)?

Thirdly, there is a need for greater critical interrogation of power dynamics, particularly in third space. How is 
“collaboration and partnership” experienced in a hybrid space crossed by gendered power relations? How do invis-
ibilities arise in this particular constellation? A greater appreciation of power should lead us to question the extent 
to which we have really overcome “the oversimplified and often contentious binaries, which have been populating 
higher education research for decades” (Veles et al., 2019, p. 78), as some third space theorists propose. In purely 
contractual terms, the binary divide in the United Kingdom is still firmly in place, even for “blended profession-
als” whose appointments explicitly span academic and professional domains, but who are often on PS contracts 
(Akerman, 2020; Graham, 2013). This makes a considerable material difference in terms of pay, conditions, and 
flexibility and contributes to sustaining status and power differentials (Allen Collinson, 2006). Tension across the 
academic-PS binary divide remains a consistent theme (Ginsberg, 2011), and although there is some variation, with 
local PS staff typically more highly valued by academics than centrally located colleagues (Gibbs & Kharouf, 2020; 
Gray, 2015), even the former report being seen as “minions of university management” (Allen Collinson, 2006, p. 281) 
or “lesser beings” (Reilly et al., 2016, p. 1035).
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To move beyond these limitations and provide a more adequate theoretical framework for my own analysis, I turn 
next to examine the concept of invisible work, followed by a discussion of recent research on invisible “housework” 
within the academy.

2.2 | Conceptualizing invisible work

No work is inherently invisible but stems from judgments about what counts as economically valuable work (Allen, 2014; 
Hatton, 2017; Star & Strauss, 1999). Poster et al. (2016, p. 6) define invisible labor as follows:

activities that occur within the context of paid employment that workers perform in response to 
requirements (either implicit or explicit) from employers and that are crucial for workers to generate 
income, to obtain or retain their jobs, and to further their careers, yet are often overlooked, ignored 
and/or devalued by employers, consumers, workers, and ultimately the legal system itself.

Invisibility is not always problematic and may indeed be desirable to avoid the reification, surveillance, or intensifica-
tion of work (Eveline & Booth, 2004; Suchman, 1995). Nevertheless, since “the rewards and compensation for labor 
are typically dependent upon the visibility of the worker, the work process, or the worker's visible output” (Poster 
et al., 2016, p. 9), invisible work is often un(der)paid and can result in disempowerment. As such, a first step in improv-
ing working conditions is often to render work visible.

Analytically, we can distinguish the invisibility of work and the invisibility of the worker. Cases where work is visi-
ble but the worker is invisible typically result from a difference in power status between employer and employee (Star 
& Strauss, 1999). In not being afforded the recognition of full personhood, black domestic servants became “unsee-
able non-persons” to their white employees (Rollins, 1985), whilst migrant domestic workers report being treated as 
“ghosts” (Gutiérrez-Rodríguez, 2010). Nonperson status may only be partial (Star & Strauss, 1999) and is experienced 
to varying degrees by other groups, such as cleaners or technicians.

In other cases, the worker is visible but the work they perform is invisible. The routine nature of the work means that 
it is taken for granted and becomes functionally invisible as part of the background (Star & Strauss, 1999). For exam-
ple, the “organizing” work of nurses includes a multitude of crucial tasks, accounting for up to 70% of their work but 
is commonly seen as a “distraction” from patient care (Allen, 2014). But this makes it possible for others, particularly 
male executives, to present themselves as solely responsible for collaborative work outcomes (Devault, 2014, p. 778). 
Importantly, this is not a gender-neutral process. Sociocultural mechanisms operating through hegemonic cultural 
ideologies of gender “naturalizes” this feminized labor and leads to the devaluation of workers' skills (Hatton, 2017).

Invisible background labor has also been studied in relation to ostensibly highly visible workers (Hochschild, 2012). 
Here, the “blood, sweat and tears” of backstage effort is hidden behind a highly visible front stage performance (Star 
& Strauss, 1999, p. 21). Whilst this can also be seen in the invisible work of athletes, musicians, actors, or scientists, 
in many cases, it is directly implicated in sociocultural mechanisms. For example, the well-known case of emotional 
labor involves aligning emotions with the normative expectations of a role or bringing about a particular emotional 
state in others (Hochschild, 2012). This is thoroughly gendered insofar as it reflects deep rooted stereotypes about 
role expectations, including the creation of well-being in others (Wharton, 2009). But the resulting cognitive disso-
nance can lead to exhaustion, depersonalization, and a reduced sense of personal accomplishment (Wharton, 2009). 
Other examples include the aesthetic labor of highly visible female employees working in chains, such as Hooters, 
to “achieve visibility in the right way” (Poster et al., 2016, p. 10), the “racial tasks” of minority workers that construct 
whiteness as normative and standard (Harvey Wingfield & Skeete, 2016), and the effort to eradicate working class 
speech to “sound right” (Warhurst, 2016). The growth of the service sector, and the widespread reclassification of 
public service users as customers (e.g., Glisner et al., 2019), has increased the demand for such invisible background 
labor.
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Alongside sociocultural mechanisms, Hatton (2017) identifies two further analytically distinct but often practi-
cally entangled mechanisms that affect the relative visibility of work and workers. These are sociolegal mechanisms, 
which render work less visible if it is excluded from official legal definitions of “employment,” and sociospatial mech-
anisms, which affect the perception of work outside the socially constructed workplace, for example, in domestic or 
digital space. Since remote working has become increasingly common following the Covid-19 pandemic, this latter 
feature may be of greater concern in our more flexible but perhaps less visible “new normal.”

2.3 | Housework, gender, and the neoliberal academy

From the beginning, the theorization of invisible work has been linked to the unpaid social reproductive work of 
women, including housework, which had been naturalized as a “labor of love” (Daniels, 1987). But social reproductive 
“housework” is not limited to unpaid domestic work; rather, it includes a wide range of (under)paid social repro-
ductive jobs as well as “the complex of activities and relations by which our life and labor are daily reconstituted” 
(Federici, 2020, p. 1). Whilst not all invisible labor is housework, devalued social reproductive work accounts for one 
important form of invisible work. It may be objected that extending the term “housework” seems to imply a norma-
tive judgment about these forms of work; but this results from the way reproductive labor is already devalued within 
our current value system. Whilst there is very often a clear need to redistribute this work, I follow Cardozo (2017) in 
emphasizing the importance of revaluing housework. As such, housework in this broader sense should not be under-
stood as a pejorative term.

Like other institutions, the academy relies extensively on different forms of housework. This includes (under)
paid forms of social reproduction, such as cleaning, emotional labor, and education, as well as the work of repro-
ducing the academy itself (Henry, 2018). There is also a growing literature on academic housework, defined as the 
invisible administrative, service, teaching, and citizenship work, which receives little recognition in a culture focused 
on research productivity (Heijstra, Einarsdóttir, et al., 2017; Heijstra, Steinthorsdóttir, & Einarsdóttir, 2017). This 
research builds explicitly on the analysis of “institutional housework” used to describe the gender equality work 
performed by women, for which they receive little credit or recognition (Bird et al., 2004). Macfarlane and Burg (2019) 
found that women tended to identify with academic citizenship more strongly than men, and this work was directly 
linked to  women being promoted later to professorships than their male counterparts. More is asked of women in 
performing caring or “mothering” pastoral duties (Ashencaen Crabtree & Shiel, 2019; Ivancheva et al., 2019) but 
devalued housework typically receives less credit in workload allocation models, adding to the workload of women 
and delaying career progression (Steinþórsdóttir et al., 2021). This trend is likely to have been reinforced during the 
pandemic, as women have disproportionately taken on the material and emotional labor of caring for students and 
colleagues (Periera, 2021).

Research has shown that “academics with well-established symbolic capital outsource time-consuming and 
under-valued tasks [and] feel less obliged to take on such chores” (Heijstra, Steinthorsdóttir, & Einarsdóttir, 2017, p. 776). 
As such, academic housework particularly falls on newcomers least able to resist it, such as early career staff and even 
Ph.D. students (Henry, 2018). Whilst many early career staff accept this work as part of the academic work pack-
age or even welcome it as a development opportunity (Heijstra, Einarsdóttir, et al., 2017), research also shows that 
the disproportionate burden helps keep insecure early-career staff on the “hamster wheel of precarity” (Courtois & 
O'Keefe, 2015). Cardozo (2017) argues that the increasing number of untenured, teaching-only staff has contributed 
to the “unbundling” of research and teaching responsibilities, which had previously protected academic teaching from 
the devaluation associated with other more “caring” forms of teaching. This has created a growing divide between 
productive and reproductive activities within the academy “where some tend to the (college) kids and maintain the 
(department or campus) home, whilst others engage in more ‘productive’ work that circulates on the market,” signifi-
cantly increasing the vulnerability of the former (Cardozo, 2017, p. 409).

Whilst precarious teaching staff free up established academics for more valuable pursuits, contract researchers 
contribute more directly to the production of highly prized research outputs. This is potentially valuable experience 
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for early career academics, but principle investigators typically retain ownership over and credit for this work. For 
O'Keefe and Courtois, this is a “distinctively exploitative relationship, in which the contract researcher works to 
advance the career of the grant-holder, while her position is in itself antithetic to the idea of a career…” (2019, p. 466; 
Reay, 2000). By propping up successful, often male, academic careers, “more and more impassable barriers [are set 
up] between the ‘stars,’ on the one hand, and the growing number of marginalized, invisible workers directly and 
indirectly exploited by them” (O'Keefe & Courtois, 2019, p. 466). The authors theorize precarious academic staff 
as the “domestic workers of the academy,” arguing they have “non-citizenship” status across five dimensions: staff, 
decision-making, social, work, and legal non-status (O'Keefe & Courtois, 2019).

Significantly, this research also shows that “women experience precarity in particularly gendered ways and that 
precarious academic work is feminized” (O'Keefe & Courtois, 2019, p. 464). This is compounded by the culture of 
“carelessness” typified by a “24/7 culture of availability, and migratory and transnational lifestyles” such that success-
ful academics today are seen to be “unencumbered by caring” (Lynch, 2010, p. 63). Women who opt out of care-free 
masculinized norms are over-represented in fixed-term positions (Ivancheva et al., 2019). But these structural causes 
are disguised by “myths about ability, merit, and work” through which the blame for precarity is attributed to precar-
ious staff who don't want it enough, haven't worked hard enough, or aren't good enough (Zheng, 2018).

3 | METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

The approach taken in this paper is primarily conceptual. Building on the existing literature on invisible work, I develop 
a structured framework for understanding PS invisibilities in third space. Focusing on housework in the broader sense 
of social reproductive labor (Federici, 2020), I develop a systematic grid across two axes: distinguishing analytically 
between cases where the work and the worker are invisible, and between cases where the work is regarded as profes-
sional or academic. This allows me to analyze forms of service, professional and professional-academic housework. But 
rather than remaining at a level of conceptual abstraction, I then explicitly and deliberately insert my body back in, 
drawing on my experiences as a white middle-class woman, recent Ph.D. graduate, mother, and feminist, who has 
worked on both sides of the “divide” in a UK business school. Engaged in a process of self-reflexivity (Cunliffe, 2016; 
Hibbert, 2021), I move beyond retrospective sensemaking (Weick, 1995) insofar that this self-reflexivity is explicitly 
located within broader social phenomena. In this sense, the paper is inspired by autoethnographic approaches that 
seek to “describe and systematically analyze (graphy) personal experience (auto) in order to understand cultural 
experiences (ethno)” (Ellis et al., 2011, p. 273). Nevertheless, this is not a straightforward autoethnography, instead 
taking an abductive approach, circling between conceptual analysis of the literature and recollections of my own 
experiences.

Highly self-reflexive approaches, such as autoethnography, “remove the risks inherent in the representa-
tion of others [and] allow for the production of new knowledge by a unique and uniquely situated researcher” 
(Wall, 2008, p. 149). Ph.D. students and early career researchers have experimented widely with autoethnography 
(Cortes Santiago et al., 2017; Forber-Pratt, 2015; Leach, 2021; O'Shea, 2020; Prasad, 2013; Weatherall, 2019), as 
have apparently more secure academics to reflect on their experiences within an increasingly precarious, neoliberal-
ized academy (Learmonth & Humphreys, 2011; McCann et al., 2020; Nordbäck et al., 2021; Tienari, 2019; Zawadzki & 
Jensen, 2020). These self-reflexive methodologies are part of wider efforts to move beyond masculine forms of writ-
ing and embrace “writing differently” (Gilmore et al., 2019; Phillips et al., 2014; Pullen, 2018) and have been exten-
sively used to examine experiences of women in academic organizational life including motherhood (Huopalainen 
& Satama, 2019; Katila, 2019; Riad, 2007; van Amsterdam, 2015), miscarriage (Boncori & Smith, 2019; Porschitz & 
Siler, 2017), and sexism (Edwards, 2017).

Yet using self-reflexive approaches can entail personal and professional risks including charges of indulgence 
(Winkler, 2018) and whining (Edwards, 2017; Savigny, 2019), the “freezing” of the text in time (Tienari, 2019), and the 
status of autoethnographic research in the neoliberal academy (Sparkes, 2018). Indeed, there are specific pragmatic 
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and ethical risks in using an exposing, highly self-reflexive method when discussing phenomena, such as sexism. How 
do we do the important feminist work of making the invisible visible, without causing harm to others or ourselves? 
The intent of the paper was to strenuously avoid both of these scenarios, but this involved striking a tricky balance: 
deciding what and whom to keep “invisible” in the process of giving adequate visibility to phenomena I believe need 
to be brought to light. Indeed, the alternative—of not writing the paper—would also have been an ethical decision 
and one I ultimately rejected: staying silent about under-acknowledged forms of sexism in academia which affect 
professional staff.

Shortly after my PS contract ended, I produced a series of vignettes reflecting on my experiences of crossing 
the divide, from which I later produced a narrative account. Inspired by McDonald's (2013, 2016) emphasis on the 
shifting identity of the researcher in the field, the original account was supplemented by a further text, written 
explicitly from the perspective of a fixed-term academic who had gone “full circle” around the divide, without of 
course returning to the position from which they started. This enabled me to reflect on PS work from a number of 
positions around the “ivory basement”: as a Ph.D. student and graduate teaching assistant, PS third space professional 
and academic-in-waiting, fixed-term teacher (with responsibilities that included academic skills teaching), research 
officer, and as a “double outsider”: of being forced out of the university during the pandemic and looking back in as 
an employee at a private provider. The analyses were developed by circling between these varied experiences, and in 
the circular, abductive movement between these recollections and the (silences of the) literature. But this is not all: 
the text also reflects a further pass of the hermeneutic circle, where questions of self-reflexivity and the implications 
of making the invisible visible were explored from a feminist perspective. It was going full circle twice that led me, for 
example, away from interpersonal examples of sexism to focus instead on broader power structures that render PS 
work and workers invisible. 4

By circling the divide in these multiple senses, the text became a richer, more balanced account of invisibility and 
visibility; of precarity and security. The following account has gone through several drafts, benefitting from reflections 
over time, discussions with academic and PS colleagues, and member-checking (Forber-Pratt, 2015). 5

4 | CIRCLING THE DIVIDE

4.1 | Crossing the divide

Crossing the divide was quite disorientating at first—and not just because of the sleep deprivation. I was extremely 
conscious I was not employed as an academic, but I had no background in professional services either. In the early 
weeks, I spent a lot of time worrying about whether it was pretentious to use my newly acquired doctor title in 
my email signature. I remember attending a breakfast for all PS colleagues where I felt awkward and out of place. 
My  partner is a senior PS employee in the School and I worried people thought I had been nepotistically given the 
job. I felt strongly I had to prove myself and worked hard to do so. In the end, it didn't take long to accept—and feel 
accepted in—my new role, but for me, it was always a temporary arrangement.

I'd had a vicarious insight into PS work through my partner's experiences over several years, but it was different 
to live it myself. One of the first things that really struck me is the sheer amount of work that goes into simply keeping 
going. Academic “breadwinners” seemed to float in and out, dropping in for a few hours or days before disappear-
ing again. In the meantime, PS “homemakers” kept the cogs of the very many processes demanded by the complex 
modern university ticking: fixing problems, managing resources, and providing a significant proportion of the care and 
support needed by the School and its citizens. This is no small feat. Universities and their very many projects seem 
to be a step or two away from disaster far more often than one might imagine. And it is getting harder. New in post, I 
watched in horror as Welcome Week seemed to destroy the morale of already struggling PS colleagues, unsure how 
they would cope with another huge increase in student numbers. This was before they were hit by the extra workload 
that followed Covid. And yet, the responsibility for running whole departments is, in many instances, remunerated at 
my university at a level lower than the most junior permanent academic.
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There are also very real personal risks when such work goes wrong. On one occasion, my team organized an 
important event that ran without a hitch until it transpired at the very end that our VIP's taxi had not been booked 
for their desired time. As the celebrations we had played no small role in bringing about started, we ran around, trying 
unsuccessfully to rearrange and placate. It was significant insofar as our VIP risked missing their flight. Yet it also felt 
thoroughly insignificant amongst the vast number of other seamless details that had held the event together, as if 
all that other work no longer mattered. To be sure, no blame was leveled. There was never a blame culture in the 
School,  though of course, this was at least in part the arbitrary result of the personalities involved. But by the time 
the taxi finally sped away, what should have been a celebration felt irreparably soured.

The implications of the erroneous taxi booking show the importance of small, often informal, and frequently 
invisible processes for the smooth functioning of the School-household. I have lost count of the number of times 
I have seen academics—particularly, white male academics—disappearing out of the door of catered departmental 
events, deep in (lofty?) conversation, operating under the unspoken assumption that (usually female) professional 
service will sweep away the crumbs of the catering the latter have already been responsible for organizing. When 
challenged that this wasn't in the job description of professional service colleagues either, a senior male academic 
colleague located the problem in the need to find another even more junior group of feminized colleagues whose 
work this would legitimately become, rather than the need to democratize responsibility for this necessary work 
equally amongst all staff. I found such conversations intensely irritating: reducing concerns about the (gendered) 
division of labor to the level of who should order the coffee.

I also began to question the power structures in the School. In all areas, PS leads are lower paid and have lower 
status than the equivalent academic “director,” regardless of levels of expertise. It became increasingly clear to me 
that this structure meant that my PS colleagues and I were sometimes not recognized for the work we did. This was 
epitomized for me toward the end of my tenure, in the middle of the first Covid lockdown. Like so many other work-
ing parents, work was done in snatched moments during the day or late at night, when the kids were finally asleep. I 
had put together a diagram for an external report, explaining the development of a new quality control mechanism 
and the member of staff responsible for each stage. I had been responsible for coordinating the entire process. But 
this, I knew, is not what the recipient of the report would want to hear. It needed gravitas. So, at each stage, I falsely 
attributed my own work to a different senior academic colleague. When I was finished, I looked back at my work: first 
pleased and then troubled. I had just convincingly written myself out of the entire process. I willingly and intentionally 
misattributed my work to others—not for the first or the last time—in a report that would not even bear my name as 
author.

Still, what would it mean to get rid of this structure? I have a strong sense of sharing academic values and the 
importance of collegial governance. I tried to resolve misgivings about my work by consciously minimizing any nega-
tive disruption to the School and its many citizens. If I'm very honest, I saw this as key to why I was good at the job. 
Did I think I was good at this PS job precisely because I, too, was really an academic? Is that why I remain ambivalent 
about changing the structure despite the inequalities it causes?

And yet despite this explicit identification with academic values, I still experienced moments where it went 
wrong. Early on in my tenure, we had an angry male academic in our office, shouting in a manner that could be taken 
as threatening, extremely unhappy with a decision for which my team had been responsible. His displeasure was not 
without reason, and I later worked to reverse the policy, but I often wondered about the power and gender dynamics 
of the manifestation of that anger.

Somewhat absurdly, I was maybe most annoyed by an angry email from an academic, furious that I had not 
consulted their individual timetable when scheduling a large meeting. I left it a few hours whilst I seethed, then 
penned an undeservedly polite response, apologizing and proposing a practical solution. That is ultimately what 
it means to do service work professionally. It would have been strategically unwise to respond in kind. But why, I 
wondered much later, had I been so incensed? I was certainly angry at the implication that was I was “serving” them 
badly, implicitly presenting me as inferior. But what was perhaps most hurtful, with hindsight, was the failure to 
acknowledge my best efforts to accommodate others and minimize the harms of the project, threatening important 
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aspects of my identity. Was it less that I thought no one in PS should be spoken to like that, and more that it was me 
being spoken to like that?

4.2 | Interlude

I have made no secret of the fact I wanted a temporary contract. I was not ready to sign up as a permanent member 
of PS staff: I was a few months out of my Ph.D. and harbored ill-defined academic dreams. I probably wouldn't even 
have applied had I not had two children aged under 3. I couldn't commute or move for a temporary role; and the 
fixed-term teaching positions in my old department would unlikely pay enough, or last long enough, to cover the 
substantial nursery fees.

But months before the end of my temporary contract, Covid-19 hit. Despite having worked almost continu-
ously at the university for 6 years, I was invisible to management as a member of the community. Shedding all 
non-permanent jobs and implementing a recruitment freeze were key measures to protect the “real” university 
community in those difficult financial times. Fixed-term staff were no longer of any value. No one even bothered 
to address us in university communication. Colleagues in the School wrung their hands. How many times, I heard a 
senior HR member of staff ask rhetorically, must we explain that fixed-term contracts end? How much clearer can 
we be? And so, my contract came to an end—as it always would have—but suddenly, it was the middle of a pandemic.

This was the most significant and difficult instance of invisibility I have experienced. And the divide didn't make a 
scrap of difference. It was permanent contractual status, nothing else, that mattered at that moment.

I found work during the following months at two private HE providers. One of them actively made space for me 
at a time when my employer of many years had no qualms at all about cutting me loose. I was not invisible to them: 
I was grateful for that. But I was also a freelancer, like all their teaching staff, lacking the most basic of employment 
rights. And whilst I liked my colleagues, I feel deeply troubled not only by its “business model” but by its very presence 
in the HE sector. When a temporary teaching role opened up back in the Business School, I jumped at it.

4.3 | Going full circle

I was brought in to teach academic skills on two modules for the new January start cohort, created in a panicked 
response to a reduced September intake. One was normally delivered by academics, the other by colleagues on PS 
contracts. There was little substantive difference between them.

For me, it was a distinct advantage to be on an academic contract. I was quickly given additional teaching, 
welcomed as a member of an academic group, invited to seminars, received academic emails, and slowly became 
involved in the research life of the School. I no longer had much to do with “admin” at all. Suddenly I was the one 
who could ignore emails and check in only when I had a problem that needed a resolution. I developed a deeper 
appreciation of the difficulties of thinking my way into unfamiliar administrative processes when I had a to-do list 
of qualitatively very different tasks the length of my arm. I felt like I was progressing, finally. I was happy even in the 
midst of the deep, dark winter lockdown.

Yet in many ways, I am more invisible as a fixed-term teacher and researcher than I ever was in PS. I am a far 
tinier cog in a bigger wheel. Who knows what I do and whether I do it well? As long as I perform my core tasks, no 
one chases me. I am welcome at academic events but don't feel I have really earned my place. I have ideas and enthu-
siasm to work on initiatives in the School, but neither status nor salary. Besides, I am mostly too busy with the vast 
unpaid labor that goes into, hopefully, making me a plausible candidate for a permanent position. I am thanked for 
the work I do and asked to take on more; and still I think, overall, that academic culture isn't very good at explicitly 
recognizing work.

After 15 months working exclusively from home, I requested, and was given, temporary space in an academic 
office. There was rarely anyone else around, but I enjoyed the separation between work and home. At the end of 
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the summer, my academic office was repossessed for real members of staff and I was found space in a PS office in a 
different part of the building. It was a pragmatic solution that I understood, but I couldn't help feeling hurt. When the 
door signs were eventually updated, my name was not included, despite having months remaining on my contract. 
In PS, at least until Covid, I had had my own proper space. In fact, in a world that has perhaps disappeared forever, 
I was a permanent “fixture” of the School with tangible, real presence. I built friendships while we made tea in the 
kitchen. My work benefitted enormously from spontaneous, unplanned, and in/significant knowledge sharing. I built 
networks and gained some influence. It greatly improved my ability to do my job well, though I wasn't student-facing 
and my presence was not strictly required to do my job. But space is at an ever-increasing premium in ever-growing 
UK universities. Whose space will they come for next?

Ironically, in a text about the invisibility of PS, I must conclude by acknowledging that most of my current visibility 
results from my former PS role. I have contacts and knowledge that help me navigate the School and take on oppor-
tunities that might be less accessible to other fixed-term staff. But I still don't know where I belong. Having circled 
the divide, I am not back where I started, but I am perhaps as disoriented as when I began.

5 | TOWARD A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF INVISIBLE PS WORK IN THIRD 
SPACE

Research has shown that precarious academics experience non-citizenship across five dimensions: as staff, in 
decision-making, socially, legally, and in relation to work (O'Keefe & Courtois, 2019). Some of these were evident 
as non-citizenship status in the account of experiences as a fixed-term academic; for instance, the account of space 
suggests that I had (partial) staff non-status. By contrast, PS employees, on the whole, do not experience non-status 
across all of these dimensions, as the space discussion also makes clear. Yet neither do they appear to have full citi-
zenship. For instance, the design of power structures, with academic leads across all areas, points toward (partial) 
decision-making non-status.

In what follows, I investigate forms of PS work non-status. To do so, I develop a conceptual schema of invisible 
housework performed by third space PS staff, represented in Figure 1. I analyze across two axes: the invisible object 
(work or worker) and the nature of the work (PS or academic). To clarify, I do not suggest that clear distinctions 
between academic and PS labor can be drawn objectively. Analysis of third space shows there has been a blurring 
of roles and realms: academics are extensively involved in management and administration and PS play increasingly 
important roles in research and teaching. Indeed, the blurring may be even starker in business schools compared to 
other disciplinary areas, since PS colleagues perform functions—and have expertise—in areas such as management, 
marketing, or HRM, which are the subject matter of the teaching and research of academic colleagues. Yet the divide 
is both constructed and has real effects, and definitions are the preserve of the powerful. Indeed, part of the purpose 
here is precisely to interrogate current, contingent classifications. I argue below that one way of countering invisibil-
ity, for certain third space PS workers, is making the case for recognition of academic aspects of their work.

The conceptual schema focuses particularly on PS employees within a repoliticized third space, taking into 
account the gendered power relations between academic and PS staff. Throughout my conceptual analysis, I identify 
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four analytically distinct, but in practice, sometimes overlapping, forms of invisible labor, elaborated through discus-
sion of the account above. In all cases, and particularly for the final category, further empirical research is required to 
test and further develop the schema.

5.1 | Service housework

Service housework is a form of professional labor where the worker is visible but the work is rendered invisible or 
relegated to a background expectation, often as a result of sociocultural mechanisms. At least two forms of this back-
ground invisible work, widely associated with service work, are evident in the account above. Firstly, PS employees 
frequently perform “glue work” (Szekeres, 2011, p. 687), which, like the organizing labor of nurses (Allen, 2014), just 
“keeps things going.” It is a typical feature of such work that “the better [it] is done, the less visible it is to those who 
benefit from it” (Suchman, 1995, p. 58). Not only does this mean that well-performed work is devalued, but when 
things go wrong—a missed taxi or an angry email, often just “one tiny detail”—the employee becomes hyper-visible 
and exposed (Allen Collinson, 2006). Secondly, in the account, we saw the labor of emotion management in the 
face of (academic) anger and potential (VIP) anger to conform to role expectations and respond appropriately to a 
higher-status other. These can be mutually reinforcing: for example, as failures resulting in hypervisibility trigger the 
need to perform additional invisible emotional labor.

We can understand both forms of this invisible background labor as “housework” in Federici's (2020) broader 
sense. PS staff “who keep departments running” are inherently engaged in socially reproducing the institution of the 
academy itself (Henry, 2018, p. 1370). Similar to Cardozo's (2017, p. 409) precarious teaching staff, PS “homemakers” 
are responsible for “tend[ing] to the (college) kids and maintain[ing] the (department or campus) home,” though here, 
in ways understood as distinctively “professional.” Not only, as we have seen, is this work devalued, but interestingly, 
one of the few studies to consider the inequality regime of a business school in its totality found that the lower 
wages and status of PS staff were widely considered legitimate (Reilly et al., 2016, p. 1030). Service work, then, is 
devalued feminized housework, which does not become valued in itself, even if performed by a higher-status other. It 
is presumably for this reason that the senior male academic in my account was motivated to identify the appropriate 
group of feminized workers to perform it, rather than consider sharing it across all “citizens” of the School.

Whilst “service housework” is not new, this account sheds further light on the specific ways it is experienced 
within a neoliberal business school. In the context of increasing workloads, greater financial pressures, growing 
student numbers, external governance requirements, and a marketized system that foresees failure as a possibility, 
there is both more to do and more at stake. Under such conditions, competent work seems more likely to be taken for 
granted, whilst failures become both more likely and more costly. The need to perform emotional labor is exacerbated 
by the perception of PS staff as “agents” of an unpopular “neoliberal agenda,” witnessed in narratives of angry academ-
ics. As in the case of Allen Collinson's (2006, p. 280) research administrators, bureaucratic processes had become 
“embodied within the form of the [PS employee] who then is defined as the problem.” There could be an additional 
need to perform emotional labor for departmental professional staff who have reported feeling “caught in the middle” 
between the conflicting agendas of central PS colleagues and academic colleagues (Gibbs & Kharouf, 2020, p. 7).

Whilst these examples suggest that service work takes specific forms in third space, it is not unique to this realm. 
For example, PS staff also manage the hostility, fears, and emotions of anxious consumer-students, and the demands 
of important senior PS managers or external stakeholders, who are often male (Frye & Fulton, 2020). As such, further 
empirical work is needed to investigate how service work is differentially experienced across PS.

5.2 | Professional housework

In contrast to devalued feminized service housework, professional housework describes the way in which the lower 
status of PS workers reflects upon otherwise valued work. The type of professional work involved is typically viewed 
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as having greater value than service housework, for instance, in building careers in academic management. In some 
cases of professional housework, valuable outputs of PS work may not be attributed to the worker. In other cases, 
work that would be considered valuable when performed by others is seen as less valuable because it is performed by 
them. This is analogous to common anecdotes of women academics' ideas being ignored until put forward by a male 
colleague (e.g., Savigny, 2017, p. 649).

This can be seen in the striking example of the self-invisibilization of the work involved in producing a new 
quality control mechanism. Through the internalization and anticipation of different organizational demands, not to 
mention the desire to just get the work done, there arises a motivation to attribute work to certain senior academic 
colleagues. Both the report and what is being reported—in this case, the overall achievement of aligning with external 
expectations—become officially an output of senior academic management rather than the PS author.

Similar to invisible contract researchers (O'Keefe & Courtois, 2019), professional housework “frees up” the time 
of established academics to pursue activities more valuable to career-building. Yet it also enables the latter to retain 
ownership of projects and their valuable outputs, which also provides the work its gravitas. Just as research can be 
devalued when embodied by contract researchers (Reay, 2000), certain work output may have lower worth and legit-
imacy when attributed to lower status PS staff. This may not be as detrimental to the career progression of relatively 
secure PS employees as for contract researchers, though it could be considered even more detrimental for a PS 
“academic-in-waiting” for whom skilled support work adds little value to job applications highly focused on research 
output. But in either case, self-invisibilization can be a dangerous game when rewards and compensation typically 
depend on the visibility of the worker and her output. Indeed, being cast as just another “output” of the successful 
academic may further obscure the extent of the work or the specialist nature of the skills involved.

In many instances, professional housework is tied up with more familiar service housework. In the same example, 
the less glamorous, less valuable academic administrative (house)work required at each stage of the process (and 
often factored into workload allocations) is performed here by an invisible PS employee. This is strategically sensible 
for academics in a system where they are incentivized to minimize their administrative housework burden, to the 
potential detriment of professional third space “collaborators.” Meanwhile, focusing on outputs means that the vital 
“glue work” of organizing and coordinating these stages—also performed by the PS employee—vanishes entirely. In 
these cases, we see a double invisibility: the invisible (unvalued) work of an invisible worker.

What counts as professional housework lies, then, not in a qualitative feature of the work itself but directly 
in who performs it. In other words, the work becomes seen (or rather unseen) as “housework” as a direct result of 
the worker's identity. As this increasingly becomes part of the unwritten rules of the game, the beneficiary (and 
indeed the PS worker herself) may scarcely notice it has happened or consider it morally problematic. Performing 
professional housework, then, also contributes to the reproduction of the hierarchies of the academy. Insofar as PS 
workers are disproportionately female and feminized—and academics remain disproportionately male, particularly at 
senior levels—we can locate an important gender dimension in this dynamic. This is likely compounded for female 
academics-in-waiting located at the intersection of feminized precarity and feminized PS work.

5.3 | Professional–academic housework: Nonacademic work

Academic housework is the reproductive labor of academic workers: the necessary but devalued research, teaching, 
administrative, and service activities that are disproportionately borne by women, newcomers, and minority groups 
(Heijstra, Steinthorsdóttir, & Einarsdóttir, 2017). But how do we understand the performance of academic house-
work in the context of third space? When academics take on increasing administrative burdens, particularly in the 
context of high workloads, I have suggested that this can result in unrecognized professional housework. By contrast, 
professional–academic housework concerns the invisibilities involved when professional staff perform distinctively 
academic housework.

But how do we define academic work within the blurred context of neoliberalized HE? Take the example of 
academic skill teaching. In my account, comparable academic skills modules are taught by academic and professional 
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staff. Are these staff seen to be performing academic work? Whilst the status of the teacher may (probably unfairly) 
reflect on the work they perform, overall, the work of academic skills teaching seems to be perceived as nonacademic 
in the institution examined in my account, since it is frequently the specialization of professionals and performed on a 
more ad-hoc basis by often junior academics. Still, amongst the multitude of teaching activities in HEIs, what singles 
out academic skills as specifically nonacademic? To be sure, no one applies to “major” in academic skills, yet almost all 
students need assistance in developing the general and subject-specific skills that are essential to succeed. Can we 
distinguish courses in academic writing or plagiarism avoidance from, say, research methodology? In practice, these 
distinctions are murky and inconsistently applied. This is to argue that what counts as academic is an ill-defined, 
contestable, and shifting boundary, which nonetheless has real material and status consequences.

When delivered by academics, academic skills teaching may be an exemplary form of academic housework. It 
is no coincidence that this is a particularly “caring” (feminized) form of teaching (Cardozo, 2017), reproducing the 
academy by nurturing relatively inexperienced students and preparing them for full “mature” entry. Internationali-
zation and broadening participation at home have considerably increased the need for this work. Indeed, academic 
skills are often intertwined with English language tuition and/or other guidance for cultural and class adaption into 
the UK  academic system. As such, the ways in which academic skills teaching and students are viewed is likely to be 
refracted through gender, race, and class lenses, with implications for the ways in which both are valued.

But what additional forms of invisibility are involved when professional staff teach academic skills? One way to 
conceptualize this is as “embedded background work” (Star & Strauss, 1999, p. 21) where arduous academic prepara-
tion is hidden behind the scenes, rendering invisible the extent of the work that goes into successfully performing as 
an academic skills teacher. This may contribute to the further devaluation of already devalued academic housework 
and help justify the coexistence of staff with different pay, conditions, and flexibility performing very similar work 
within the same School. There may also be serious long-term effects of rendering invisible the academic nature of 
work, including supplying justifications for outsourcing such “non-academic provision” as not properly belonging within 
the academy. This may have further consequences for the visibility of “tutors”; for example, the private provider in 
the account operated a freelance model, which rendered workers legally invisible as employees (Hatton, 2017). It 
would be interesting to investigate which forms of teaching provision are most often outsourced, and whether prior 
“invisibilization” of academic labor played a role in justifying the process.

It is therefore extremely important to understand the motivations of HEIs in constructing and maintaining the 
academic-PS divide, as well as the effects these boundaries have. Whilst institutional priorities, such as staff-student 
ratios, could pull toward academic contracts at certain points in the cycle, overall, there is an obvious motivation to 
shift staff onto cheaper, less prestigious PS contracts. Similarly, the growing literature on academic housework needs 
to examine the implications of “non-academics” performing academic housework. Within this constellation, making 
work visible as academic may be part of a process of contesting some forms of invisibility within third space.

5.4 | Professional–academic housework: Academic non-status

The final category concerns the effect of a worker's “academic non-status,” particularly on (unrecognized) academic 
work. Are there cases of professionals performing more highly valued academic work than academic skills teaching, 
such as research? In this case, would academic non-status affect the value placed upon their outputs, a position 
potentially even more exploitative than the contract researcher (O'Keefe & Courtois, 2019)? There is no example of 
such a role in the account, but there is no reason to rule it out, since blended professionals explicitly span adminis-
trative and academic appointments (Whitchurch, 2008). Indeed, Allen Collinson's research administrators reported 
the drafting of articles amongst their many “blended” activities (Allen Collinson, 2006, p. 275). Might professionals 
be producing recognizably valuable academic outputs, in contrast to the outputs of professional housework, which 
are either devalued due to their supposedly nonacademic authorship, or misattributed to a higher-status academic 
other? And if so, what does the specific effect of academic non-status invisibility add to their precarity?
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We can begin to approach these questions by considering the specific case of PS “academics-in-waiting.” Whilst 
PS roles may (still) offer certain visibilities and securities, the account demonstrates the considerable advantages of 
being (taken to be) an explicit part of the research community. Social non-citizenship (O'Keefe & Courtois, 2019) 
seems even more likely to affect PS academics-in-waiting than precarious academics and may make it harder to 
escape from the “hamster wheel.” Indeed, non-citizenship status within a school may be compounded by an uncon-
sidered, distinct sixth dimension: academic non-status, leading academic colleagues to negatively perceive their 
work. If so, this category may need to be included in O'Keefe and Courtois' (2019) schema of non-citizenship status 
to fully incorporate the precarious experiences of PS academics-in-waiting.

Women, particularly those with caring responsibilities, may be particularly liable to such a position. When I 
crossed the divide, a sleep-deprived mother of two preschool children, I embodied anything other than the “masculin-
ist care-free norms of geographic mobility and 24/7 availability of the ideal academic” (Ivancheva et al., 2019, p. 449; 
Lynch, 2010). We may also postulate that the perception of women and men's work could make it even harder for 
women academics-in-waiting to escape from, even once they circle back across the divide.

6 | GENDERED INVISIBILITY, FEMINIZED PRECARITY AND SOLIDARITY IN THE IVORY 
BASEMENT

In this paper, I have offered a conceptual schema of gendered invisibility. This has provided conceptual clarity to the 
often imprecise use of “invisible work” in the PS literature, whilst also demonstrating how this invisibility is gendered. 
Further empirical research is needed to test and develop this framework. There is also a need for ongoing concep-
tual work to examine broad, related concepts, such as “academic housework,” to ensure that they retain conceptual 
purchase and to analyze their implications.

Whilst the analysis pointed toward multiple, overlapping invisibilities within third space, the account also clearly 
indicates the ways in which third space enabled visibilities as well as invisibilities. As an academic-in-waiting, I was 
privileged in possessing relatively high levels of social and academic capital, which helped me mitigate invisibilities 
associated with service housework. Similarly, some of the worst examples of sexism I witnessed were experienced by 
female PS colleagues in more traditional administrative roles. This paper therefore points toward the need for further 
research to understand the experiences of differently located PS staff to understand how gendered inequality, invisi-
bility, and sexism operate across the full inequality regime of business schools. Since this paper is limited by its narrow 
focus on UK business schools, there is also the need to examine the particular situation of professional, administra-
tive, managerial, and support staff in other cultural contexts. But at the very least, the paper clearly demonstrates that 
sexism in academia can no longer be simplistically equated with the sexism experienced by academics.

By circling the divide in the “ivory basement” (Eveline & Booth, 2004), this paper also contributes a more devel-
oped articulation of the complex interconnections between invisible work and insecure work within the third space 
realm of a neoliberal business school (Hatton, 2017). Although PS staff are normally considered less precarious than 
academics, with 83%–84% of administrative staff on open-ended contracts in 2014 (Hogan, 2014, p. 82), this is not 
the full picture. PS academics-in-waiting—who may perhaps even be on reasonably secure contracts—experience 
invisibility, vulnerability, and the tentacles of academic precarity in particular ways rarely acknowledged in the litera-
ture. There is also a real danger that the increasingly virtual context of our “new normal” might increase PS invisibility 
and precarity more generally. There were already calls for “leaner business models” including “[o]utsourc[ing] students 
services [and] their full suite of back-office functions” (Ernst and Young, 2012, p. 20), not to mention the considerable 
risk automation poses to administrative jobs (ONS, 2019). Indeed, with HESA no longer collecting compulsory data 
on PS staff, might a creeping precarization of PS in the United Kingdom go unnoticed? As such, further research is 
needed to integrate particularly PS academics-in-waiting, but also PS employees more broadly, into discussions of 
precarity in academia.

However, to end more optimistically, the analysis points not only to future risks but also toward possibilities for 
resistance. Reilly et al. (2016) noted that building solidarity amongst “ivory basement” employees is difficult since 
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they face different challenges. The analysis here, however, demonstrates how a wide variety of staff perform distinct 
but related forms of gendered housework: from established women academics to early career newcomers and from 
bounded PS staff to third space PS academics-in-waiting. All have an interest in the redistribution and revaluation of 
housework. Coming to see these commonalities could, just maybe, form the basis for solidarity and resistance.
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ENDNOTES
  1 Unlike Gander (2019), for whom PS workers must be graded at UK spinal point 30 or above, I do not include a minimum 

grade threshold in my definition of PS. This follows on-the-ground usage of the term in many UK universities. Indeed, such 
a categorization would in fact exclude the vast majority of the PS employees in the UK business school discussed in this 
paper.

  2 This paper focuses on the United Kingdom and builds on a literature that is heavily focused on the United Kingdom, 
Australia, New Zealand, and the United States. This narrow geographical and cultural focus is a limitation of this paper.

  3 Despite improvements since 2000, a recent decision by the UK government means that HESA no longer collect compulsory 
data on nonacademic staff, in a regressive move for PS visibility in the United Kingdom.

  4 Whilst this was an important decision, I do not claim to have resolved all the tensions involved in making the visible invis-
ible. A full consideration is beyond the scope of this paper, but reflecting on these questions from a feminist perspective 
could be the subject of a further paper.

  5 In the final editing process, I resisted the temptation to make temporal adjustments to the text which would reflect changes 
in my affiliation and employment status which have occurred since it was written. In this way, it continues to reflect the 
lived experiences of an ‘ivory basement’ employee. But this also means I am already experiencing greater distance from a 
text ‘frozen in time’ and anticipate further changes in my relationship to it in the months and years ahead.
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